LEAN SIX SIGMA
Yellow & Green Belt Certificates

October 25-27, 2017 (Part I)
November 29-30, 2017 (Part 2)

LEAN SIX SIGMA YELLLOW BELT TRAINING
October 30-31, 2017

Other Courses That May Interest You:

PROCESS MAPPING & ANALYSIS
Streamline and Redesign Business Processes
September 21-22, 2017

PROCESS INNOVATION
Create and Deploy Breakthrough Ideas
December 7-8, 2017

visit www.bw.edu/cpd or call 440.826.2253
LEAN SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT TRAINING
5 Full-Day Course Spread Among Two Months

PART 1
October 25-27, 2017
$3,999 / 35 PDU

COURSE OUTLINE
Day 1
• Introduction and Expectations
• Process Improvement Examples
• Overview of Problem Solving and Process Improvement Strategies
• Selecting and Supporting Successful Improvement Projects
• Making the Invisible Visible
Day 2
• Continue Classroom Case
• Identify Eight Common Causes of Waste
• Identify Non Value-added Activities
• Customer Focus
• Data-Based Decision Making
• Tool Time Teach-backs
• Selection of Individual Green Belt Projects
Day 3
• Continue Development of Individual Green Belt Projects
• Continue Classroom Case Study
• Poka Yoke
• Continue Design of Individual Green Belt Projects
• Homework and Project Completion Assignments

PART 2
November 29-30, 2017

COURSE OUTLINE
Day 4
• Review Progress of Green Belt Projects
• Change Management
• Implementation Strategies
• Visual Management and Score Cards
• 5S + Safety
• Complete Classroom Case Study
• Classroom time for Individual Green Belt Project Work
Day 5
• Creating a Lean Culture
• Green Belt Project Presentations

Individual Work Continues After Class Until Project has been Completed, Submitted for Review and Approved

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Process Owner or Manager, Process Workflow or Business Analyst, Functional or Project Manager, Process Improvement Team Leader or Member, and those actively involved in your organization’s process improvement, Lean or Six Sigma efforts

Visit us online for a more detailed outline for these courses.

LEAN SIX SIGMA YELLOW BELT TRAINING
2 Full-Day Course
October 30-31, 2017
$999 / 12 PDU

COURSE OUTLINE
• Introduction
• Essentials of Lean (Process Waste)
• Essentials of Six Sigma (Outcome Variation)
• Define Phase
• Measure Phase
• Analyze Phase
• Improve Phase
• Control Phase
• Conclusion

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Individuals who need familiarity with the Lean Six Sigma process and basic process improvement tools, teams and organizations that are beginning to deploy Six Sigma, or individuals who want to improve their knowledge and skills in the DMAIC process and techniques.

Visit www.bw.edu/cpd for extended course descriptions.
LEARN FROM THE BEST

Steve Wall is the Public Sector Performance Improvement Practice Leader for Orion Development Group. He has more than 25 years of experience leading major improvement efforts for public sector agencies from the inside.

A nationally recognized expert, Steve is a certified Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt. He has instructed workshops and seminars for more than a dozen colleges and universities.

Andrea Hardaway is a Process Improvement Instructor and Customer/Patient Experience consultant for Orion Development Group. She is a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt. Andrea earned her Bachelor of Engineering from Vanderbilt University and her MBA from the Haslam College of Business at the University of Tennessee.

Amanda Dietz is Executive Vice President, Project Management and Business Analysis Practice Leader for Orion Development Group. She has more than 25 years of experience in operations management, process improvement, project management and business analysis.

Amanda earned her BS in Finance from Indiana University and MBA in International Management from the University of South Florida. She was a Certified Quality Manager (ASQ).

REGISTRATION

COURSE LOCATION:
Baldwin Wallace University
Center for Innovation & Growth
340 Front Street
Berea, Ohio

TIME: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

COURSE FEES:
Green Belt Training (5-Days): $3,999
Yellow Belt Training (2-Days): $895
Two-Day Process Management Courses: $895 per course if paid at least 15 business days prior to the course date ($995 afterwards).

All courses may be taken individually. Course fees include program materials, continental breakfast, and lunches daily.

PROGRAM DISCOUNTS: (No discounts on Green Belt)
10% Early Registration Discount – When you register 15 business days or more before the start of the program.
15% Discount – When you register for all of the courses within a Certificate Program.
20% Discount – for BW University current students, or BW alumni of degreed alumni.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
Phone: 440.826.2253
Online: www.bw.edu/cpd
Location: Courses will be held at the Baldwin Wallace University campus, Center for Innovation & Growth, in Berea.

MAILING ADDRESS:
Baldwin Wallace Professional Development
275 Eastland Road
Berea, OH 44017

ON-SITE TRAINING AND COACHING

These courses can be conducted at your company ...using your data and processes ...applied to your mission-critical projects. It’s not only possible, it’s cost-effective. Call Connie King at 440.826.3821 to discuss how you can multiply the benefits and save money by bringing these courses on-site. Ask about our complete curriculum.

visit www.bw.edu/cpd or call 440.826.2253
TRAINING THAT PAYS!

BENEFITS TO YOU AND YOUR ORGANIZATION

Stand Out from the Crowd –
Sets you apart from other job applicants and puts you in better position for advancement.

Better Job Opportunity and Improved Salary –
According to a recent survey, experienced Six Sigma certification-holders routinely break into the $100,000+ pay bracket, and are among the highest-paid professionals globally.

Extinction Free –
Will never become obsolete; problem-solving is needed every day, in every profession, in every industry.

Valuable Exposure –
Provides demonstrated benefit to use in appraisals and PPIs. And gives you valuable exposure to both people and processes across the organization, which increases your understanding of the business and gives you valuable connections.

Globally Recognized Qualification –
Used in all industries.

Improve Customer and Staff Satisfaction –
Improved processes and better quality control should result in better products and services resulting in happier customers and more engaged employees.

Enhance the Service of Delivery –
Goods and services can be delivered more quickly when the waste and mistakes are removed with data-driven Lean Six Sigma tools and techniques.

Improve Bottom Line and Increase Profits –
Cutting costs, improving delivery time, reducing inventory, etc. leads to satisfied, happy customers which translates into better revenue streams and increased profitability.

REAL ROI

Achieving Lean Six Sigma (LSS) Green Belt Certification from Baldwin Wallace requires each candidate to complete a real world project. These projects not only validate skills, they deliver real return on investment (ROI) for the sponsoring organization.

For instance, one Green Belt candidate applied LSS skills to improve a manufacturing process. It produced $100,000 reduction in annual scrap costs and a 2.5% improvement in on-time delivery.

Truly, It's Training That Pays!

visit www.bw.edu/cpd or call 440.826.2253